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COMMITTEE REPORT

Committee: Labor, Industrial and Rehabilitative Services

Bill Number: HB 259

Title: relative to employee uniforms.

Date: February 17, 2021

Consent Calendar: CONSENT

Recommendation: INEXPEDIENT TO LEGISLATE

STATEMENT OF INTENT

This bill attempted to clarify the current New Hampshire law regarding the ability of an employee to
purchase optional or alternative employee uniforms offered by the employer. The committee did not
feel this was a significant issue that was causing issues in NH. The Department of Labor (DOL)
testified that normally issues arise when out-of-state employers do not know our laws. When
informed, employers abide by NH laws and all is well. Complaints to the NH DOL average 1-3 a
year. The committee felt the bill needed more clarification and asked the sponsor to submit an
amendment. An amendment was filed but the committee felt that the way it was worded weakened
the current law and made the law more confusing. We felt it was best to preserve the current law
and recommend the bill be found Inexpedient to Legislate.

Vote 20-0.

Rep. Jonathan Mackie
FOR THE COMMITTEE
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CONSENT CALENDAR

Labor, Industrial and Rehabilitative Services
HB 259, relative to employee uniforms. INEXPEDIENT TO LEGISLATE.
Rep. Jonathan Mackie for Labor, Industrial and Rehabilitative Services. This bill attempted to
clarify the current New Hampshire law regarding the ability of an employee to purchase optional or
alternative employee uniforms offered by the employer. The committee did not feel this was a
significant issue that was causing issues in NH. The Department of Labor (DOL) testified that
normally issues arise when out-of-state employers do not know our laws. When informed, employers
abide by NH laws and all is well. Complaints to the NH DOL average 1-3 a year. The committee felt
the bill needed more clarification and asked the sponsor to submit an amendment. An amendment
was filed but the committee felt that the way it was worded weakened the current law and made the
law more confusing. We felt it was best to preserve the current law and recommend the bill be found
Inexpedient to Legislate. Vote 20-0.
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Archived: Thursday, April 15, 2021 2:09:32 PM
From: Josh Yokela
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 3:43:49 PM
To: ~House Labor, Industrial and Rehabilitative Services
Subject: HB258 and HB259
Importance: Normal
Attachments:
NH Labor.pdf ;

Hello Labor, Industrial and Rehabilitative Services Committee,

The person who requested asked me to introduce HB258 and HB259 is afraid of potential
retaliation from the department for advocating for the change, so I told them I would pass on
their statement anonymously. See attached

Thanks for your consideration of this topic and I look forward to presenting them at the hearing
tomorrow.

---

Hon. Josh Yokela
www.JoshYokelaForNH.com
603-722-0501
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To Whom it May Concern: 


Thank you for considering HB 259 and HB 258 relative to employee uniforms and employee time 


records. 


Perhaps, to some, these changes may seem minor. But to an employer, especially relative to the 


challenges that we have faced over the last 12 months, these small changes will have a large impact. 


Relative to employee uniforms, our national company offers additional company sweatshirts for 


purchase that employees from surrounding states (and most other states in the country) have the 


choice to purchase (Massachusetts, Vermont, Maine all allow for optional employee uniform 


purchases). Employees from New Hampshire, unfortunately, have to miss out on the benefit of 


purchasing these low cost sweatshirts. The current wording of the legislation states that uniforms must 


be at no cost to the employee. Perhaps the spirit of the law would allow additional purchases, but the 


law as written does not provide that confidence to employers to allow these additional purchases. 


We provide all of the necessary uniforms for our employees, but many times over my tenure with the 


company, I have seen employees upset that they can't participate in purchasing something extra at their 


own choice. Even small pieces of engagement are an extraordinary tool in employment and retention, 


and this can contribute to that. Even more importantly, if employees want to make the choice to make 


these purchases, no one should stop them from exercising that freedom of choice. 


Relative to employee time records, the law as it stands states that "time records with entries that are 


altered shall be signed or initialed by the employee whose record is altered." The spirit of the law is that 


no one wants employees to be paid less than what they have earned through their hours worked. 


However, the law as written is, in my opinion, outdated and causes unnecessary stress and time spent 


on administrative tasks. Currently, my company has the capability where all employees have digital 


access to their timecards. They can see all of their time punches as is, at any time, with no restrictions. 


Our ideal situation is to have employees simply look at their timecard, press the "approve button," and 


be done. Right now, every change to a timecard has to be initialed. On first glance, this may not seem 


serious. Let me list some of the instances considered a "timecard change," and put it into perspective. 


Additions of paid time off; unpaid time off; missed punches; punching out instead of in; punching "meal 


in" instead of "meal out"; punching "in" instead of "meal out"; punching out instead of "meal out" - and 


all the variatons of this; manual punching in the computer instead of using the time clock; timecard 


down time; holiday pay changes; hours worked at another location. 


These are just a few examples (there are more) of what are considred "alterations." My small store has 


approximately 30 employees at any given time, and "alterations" can sometimes span twenty pages of 


signatures - and some of this simply is because employees forgot to punch in or out. The time that it 


takes to get 20 pages of signatures can be overwhelming, especially when this is a biweekly task. As 


surely the agency is aware of, not only are budget hours tight, many of us are stretching just to achieve 


basic standards. Allowing employees the option to simply review their timecard and hit an approve 


button would save a significant amount of time, and it would adjust our legislation to match the 







efficiencies that the digital age affords us. With this change, our employees would still be afforded the 


transparency to ensure they are paid for their hours worked, with no sacrifice to that transparency, 


while also affording employers and employees alike the extra time that they need and deserve to focus 


on things beyond unnecessary administrative tasks. Our company already has the digital capabilities to 


comply, and others who don't, can simply continue to comply with the expectation of initials and 


signatures for timecard adjustments. 


Please consider passing these bills. We needs to do everything we can for national and local businesses 


to save time and increase employee engagement. 


Please forgive me for writing this letter anonymously. Hopefully you can understand, during these 


uncertain and stressful times, that I wish to remain anonymous. This in no way reflects a lack of care 


about this topic. 


Sincerely, 


A New Hampshire employer 
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Hello Rep Prout,
cc: Labor Committee

You asked about other states rules on uniforms during the hearing for HB259 and I wanted to
give the information I found to you and the committee.

15 states plus DC where the employers cannot charge the employee
33 states where employers can charge for uniforms
1 state (NJ) where they can charge after the first uniform is provided
1 state (MD) where it is required they pass charge the employee

I attached the state-by-state breakdown for your reference.

Thanks for the question and your attention to this issue,

---

Hon. Josh Yokela
www.JoshYokelaForNH.com
603-722-0501
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Sheet1

		AL		NO		the employer has to pay if the uniform is required by law (i.e. safety codes, etc.), or if it is distinctive and advertises or is associated with the products or services of the employer, and cannot be worn or used during the employee’s normal social activities

		AK		YES

		AZ		YES

		AR		YES

		CA		NO		employers must generally reimburse employees for expenditures they make in direct consequence of discharging their job duties. Employers are specifically responsible for costs of purchasing and maintaining any required uniform

		CO		NO		if wearing a particular uniform is a condition of employment, the employer must pay for the cost of uniform. However, if the clothing is “accepted as ordinary street wear” and is plain and washable, the employer does not need to furnish the uniform unless it is a special color, make, pattern, logo, or material. 

		CT		YES

		DE		YES

		DC		NO		If the shirts in question could be worn as everyday apparel, the employer may require its D.C. employees to purchase their own shirts.

		FL		YES

		GA		YES

		HI		YES

		ID		YES

		IL		NO		Distinctive outfits or accessories, or both, intended to identify the employee with a specific employer are considered uniforms. If an employer requires a general type of ordinary basic street clothing to be worn, but permits variations in the detail of dress, this is not considered a uniform. However, when an employer requires that an employee purchase street clothes either from the employer or from a third party designated by the employer, the clothing is considered a uniform. Thus, it appears that the special shirts ordered for Illinois employees in this case must be paid for by the employer

		IN		YES

		IA		NO		an employer may not deduct the cost of personal protective equipment from wages, “other than items of clothing or footwear which may be used by an employee during nonworking hours.” 

		KS		YES		no specified procedure in Kansas

		KY		YES

		LA		YES

		ME		YES

		MD		requires employees to pay		Maryland law does not require an employer to pay for employee uniforms or reimburse employees who purchase their uniforms. In fact, the Maryland Division of Labor and Industry even states that the cost of a uniform that bears a company logo may be passed on to the employee via a wage deduction

		MA		NO		Massachusetts has a regulation that defines uniforms to be special wearing apparel worn by the employee as a condition of employment, and which is of a distinctive color or style so as to identify the person as an employee of a particular establishment. Where the employer requires a general type of basic street clothing, permits variations of details in dress, and the employee chooses the specific type and style of clothing, such clothing is not considered a uniform. Thus, it appears that employer would have to purchase the shirts in question for its Massachusetts employees, since employees are not able to choose the specific style or type of shirt. 

		MI		YES

		MN		NO		An employer can deduct (either directly or indirectly) up to $50 for uniform expenses from an employee’s paycheck, but must reimburse it upon the employee leaving the company, with the employee returning the uniform to the employer. 

		MS		YES

		MO		NO		The only thing Montana law says is that uniforms are considered to be primarily for the benefit of the employer and the cost of renting them cannot be considered part of the employee’s wages. Thus, the law is not clear as to who must purchase the uniform in Montana. 

		MT		NO

		NE		NO		All uniforms or accessories distinctive as to style, color, or material must be furnished by the employer without cost to employees. The critical question is whether the shirt is distinctive as to style

		NV		NO		All uniforms or accessories distinctive as to style, color, or material must be furnished by the employer without cost to employees. The critical question is whether the shirt is distinctive as to style. 

		NH		NO		employer “shall not require employees to wear uniforms… unless the employer provides each employee with the uniform at no cost whatsoever to the employee.” “Uniform” is defined as “a garment required by the employer with a company logo or fashion of distinctive design, worn by one or more employees, and serving as a means of identification or distinction.” 

		NJ		one set provided		Note: This is the only state that specifically mentioned the purchase of more than one set of uniforms

		NM		YES

		NY		NO		In New York, an employer must pay for “required uniforms.” 

		NC		YES

		ND		YES

		OH		YES

		OK		YES

		OR		YES

		PA		YES

		RI		YES

		SC		YES

		SD		YES

		TN		YES

		TX		YES

		UT		YES

		VT		NO		In Vermont, the employer may require employees to provide their own shirts, but may not deduct from employees’ pay for same, or require employees to purchase the shirts at a particular place. Thus, since the employer will be requiring its Vermont employees to purchase their shirts from one source, the employer will probably have to pay for them.

		VA		YES

		WA		NO		In Washington, an employer can require clothing of particular style and color without paying for it. However, the employer must pay if the clothing if it is a “uniform,” 

		WV		YES

		WI		YES

		WY		YES		no specified procedure in Wyoming

		NO CHARGE STATES:		16

		CAN CHARGE STATES:		33
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HB 259 - AS INTRODUCED

2021 SESSION
21-0229
04/06

HOUSE BILL 259

AN ACT relative to employee uniforms.

SPONSORS: Rep. Yokela, Rock. 33

COMMITTEE: Labor, Industrial and Rehabilitative Services

─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

ANALYSIS

This bill permits an employee to purchase optional or alternative company uniforms offered by
the company.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Explanation: Matter added to current law appears in bold italics.

Matter removed from current law appears [in brackets and struckthrough.]

Matter which is either (a) all new or (b) repealed and reenacted appears in regular type.



HB 259 - AS INTRODUCED
21-0229
04/06

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

In the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand Twenty One

AN ACT relative to employee uniforms.

Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court convened:

1 Protective Legislation; Withholding of Wages. Amend RSA 275:48, V(b) to read as follows:

(b) "Uniform" means a garment with a company logo or fashion of distinctive design,

worn by one or more employees, and serving as a means of identification or distinction. No employer

shall require an employee to wear a uniform unless the employer provides each employee with a

uniform reasonably suited for the conditions in which the employee would be required to wear one,

at no cost to the employee. An employee may purchase any other company garments or items,

including additional uniforms and any optional alternatives to the company uniform

offered by the company, if the employee chooses.

2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its passage.
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